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SPORT’S
NUMBERS

2010 DATA TAKEN FROM CONI

REGISTERED ATHLETES

1.125.440
327.035 322.556
240.999
101.390
FOOTBALL VOLLEYBALL BASKETBALL

TENNIS

RUGBY

4.391.000 REGISTERED ATHLETES
67.000 SPORTS CLUBS
860.000 SUPPORTING STAFF

(MANAGERS, COACHES, OFFICIALS, ECT.)

SPORTS IN ITALY
22,8 %

= NOT INDICATED
= CONTINUOUS SPORT PRACTICE

28,2 %

10,2 %
38,3 %

= OCCASIONAL SPORT PRACTICE
= NOT DO ANY SPORT OR SPORT ACTIVITY
=DO SOME SPORT

www.geoplast.it

36.144

HOCKEY

GRIPPER | INFO-GRAPHIC
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PLAN

YOUR PITCH

SURFACES AND SPORTS

CLAY COURTS

SYNTHETIC SHORT TURF

CEMENTO
CONCRETE

SYNTHETIC LONGTURF

LEGEND

LIMITED USE

FREQUENT USE

GRIPPER

SPORT
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Temporary
Events

T

Outdoor
permanent
installation

hanks to Polypropylen
(PP) extraordinary capabilties,
Geoplast has created a series of
sport solutions that guarantee high
performances, multidisciplinarity and
reliability. The types of flooring Geoplast
provides, are extremely versatile and allows the owner of Gripper to fully exploit
it. This is not possible with any other
type of flooring.

Impianti
fissi
indoor

www.geoplast.it
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EASY TO PLACE
GRIPPER floorings are extremely easy
and quick to install, thanks to the Snapfit coupling. Gripper is supplied in pallets
of pre-assembled tiles. To create the pitch,
you just need to hook them together with a
pressure of the hands or of the feet.

The easy place and the possibility to lay the product on
plane and compact surfaces, make GRIPPER an ideal
solution for the rennovation of old and worn sport
fields.

INSTALLATION IN
4 HOURS ONLY!

HANDLE
Thanks to the ease
of assembly and
dissasembly
and
the
comfortable
transport in pallets,
Gripper is ideal for
sport events, both
in squares and in
indoor
structures.
Gripper allows the
handle of parts of
the pitch for the
transit of the vehicles or the develop-

ment of different
activites, when the
pitch is not used for
sport practice. Then,
the playing field can
be re-installed in
few minutes.

www.geoplast.it
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TENNIS
“Fast fields fear bad weather
conditions less than the slow
ones, they do not freeze and
they dry quickly. Moreover,
they provide better playing
conditions during the evenings and the winter period.
In a normal pitch, the balls
become too heavy and the rebound irregular.” Taken from:
www.federtennis.it
Gripper Tennis is the quick
tennis surface (ITF 5) that allows the right compromise between the shoes adhesion to
the ground and a reliable and
regular rebound of the ball.

www.geoplast.it
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FUTSAL

Futsall is a quick and technical
game, that requires shoes adhesion to the ground, fast slipping
of the ball and comfort, in order to
safe-guard the joints and absorb
the falls. Gripper is the sport flooring that offers all these characteristics, thanks to its non-abrasive
surface, the elasticity of the plastic material and the conformation
of the feet under the tile.

www.geoplast.it
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BASKET
Basket requires quick and easy
dribbles. The ball has to return to
the hands without any effort and
with precision. It is also needed
the right adhesion to change
directions without hesitations.
Gripper was designed with the
right compromise between rigidity, to dribble without any effort
and elasticity to aborb the impact
during falls.

www.geoplast.it
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HOCKEY INLINE

In-line hockey is a sport that
requires special equipments:
in-line skates and a disk. Gripper Indoor allows a fluid skating
with frequent stops and restarts,
combined with the perfect slip
of the disk. The plastic surface
can easily satisfy all these characteristics, keeping the field’s
versatility that allows the use of
Gripper for other sports: futsall,
basket, volleyball, so that the
field does not remain unused.

www.geoplast.it
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VERSATILE
Gripper was created to be
a technical sport flooring, able to offer an highlevel response to the ball
rebounce, grip and safeguard of the athletes. The
characteristics of resistance, drainage and practicity, make it perfect for
other sports. GRIPPER is
completely versatile, it
allows the development

of specific leisure areas,
beautiful and multi-functional. Fun is guaranteed!

CUSTOMIZABLE
The modularity and the possibility to order GRIPPER in all the
colours of the range, allow the
creation of high aesthetic
impact effects.
You can create your personal field with different colours between the
external and the internal
area, and also writings
at convenience

AVAILABLE COLOURS*
Violet

Royal Blue

Light Blue

Leaf Green

Traffic Yellow

Orange

Coral Red

(RAL 4008)

(RAL 5010)

(RAL 5012)

(RAL 6002)

(RAL 1023)

(RAL 2008)

(RAL 3016)

www.geoplast.it

*Customizable colours on demand

Traffic Red
(RAL 3020)

Metal Grey

Black

(RAL 9022)

(RAL 9011)

GRIPPER | PRODUCTS RANGE
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RANGE OF

PRODUCTS

GRIPPER
OUTDOOR
Outdoors sports, where
you want, when you want!
Football, Basket, Volleyball,
Dance and so many others,
without any limit!

GRIPPER
TENNIS
For quick tennis, an high
quality surface that can also
be used for other sports.

GRIPPER
INDOOR
An extraordinary surface,
versatile for all the indoor
activities.

www.geoplast.it
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GRIPPER

OUTDOOR
GRIPPER OUTDOOR is the
quick and efficient solution
that Geoplast offers to obtain a
versatile surface where you can
practice any type of outdoor activity in permanent and temporary fields. The holes in the tiles
allow the drainage in the case
of rain, easy cleaning and high
safety in all sports. The easy installation, thanks to the snap-fit
coupling, can be performed also
by non-skilled personnel.

REISTANT TO

UV RAYS
IT DRIES IN
FEW MINUTES

TECHNICAL DATA
SIZE

WEIGHT

25 x 25 x H 1 cm
(16 pz./ m2)
2,9 kg/m2

MATERIAL

PP resistant to UV rays

COUPLING

fast with snap-fit

SURFACE FINISHING
PACKAGING SIZE
www.geoplast.it

GRIPPER OUTDOOR

perforated
80 x 120 x H 150 cm
112 m2

FLAT COMPACT SUBSTRATE

GRIPPER | GRIPPER TENNIS
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GRIPPER

TENNIS
T

his
is
the tile specifically designed for
tenis fields, certified
ITF as quick game
surface. Its size, equal
to 12”x12” (1 square foot)
allows the quick creation
of regulamentary tennis
fields, highlighting the
internal and external game
area with different colours.
The surface was designed
for an entertaining and
quick game, guranteeing a versatile use of the
field, easy to move when
required.

TECHNICAL DATA
SIZE

30,5 x 30,5 x H 1,2 cm
(10,75 pz./ m2)
GRIPPER TENNIS

WEIGHT
MATERIAL
COUPLING
SURFACE FINISHING
PACKAGING SIZE

3,6 kg/m2
reistant to UV rays
fast with snap-fit
forata
100 x 120 x H 160 cm
140 m2

FLAT COMPACT SUBSTRATE
www.geoplast.it
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GRIPPER

INDOOR
GRIPPER INDOOR is the tile
for the creation of indoor multipurpose surfaces. Its surface
is completely smooth and its
structure combined with a
cushioning carpet, offers softness and an optimal plating
comfort. Gripper Indoor keeps
the versatiliy and the easeness
of installation that characterized the other products that belong to this range.

FIREROO
VERP
SIO
NF
A

VAILA
BLE

TECHNICAL DATA
SIZE

WEIGHT

33,3 x 33,3 x H 1 cm
(9 pz./ m2)
4,3 kg/m2

MATERIAL

PP resistant to UV rays

COUPLING

fast with snap-fit

SURFACE FINISHING
PACKAGING SIZE
www.geoplast.it

GRIPPER INDOOR

smooth
105 x 105 x H 180 cm
165 m2

CUSHIONING CARPET
FLAT COMPACT SUBSTRATE
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PLACE ON

SITE

#2
PLACE OF GRIPPER

#1
PREPARATION OF
THE BACKGROUND

The ideal background to place
GRIPPER is a smooth concrete
surface. For the rennovation of
existing fields or for temporary
events, the laying surface has
to be cleaned and levelled as far
as possible, in order to obtain a
smooth and flat surface.

In order to build a field you should
combine the pre-assembled tiles
and hook them with a pressure
of the hand or of the foot,
following the place directions.
No adhesives, nor ground fixing
are needed. Gripper remains
perfectly fixed to the ground and
flat thanks to its weight.

#3
LINES CREATION

The fileds limitation lines, are
created with adhesive tape or road
paint, depending on whether the
field is temporary or permanent.
To create the final lines, it is
recommended the use of paper
tape, that can be removed after the
marking.

INSTALLATION OF THE FIELD’S
EQUIPMENT

#4

Once the place and the lines are finished, the
equipments can finally be installed. Soccer goals,
tennis nets and baskets, should be installed leaving
a little space between the flooring and the equipment.
This avoids the flooring’s expansion during very warm
days, precluding the suraface’s flatness.

www.geoplast.it
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